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Welcome All Truth Seekers
You are about to enter the gateway into knowledge so powerful that if you apply it
you will gain a Superior Illuminated Advantage over your situation or
circumstance and instantly upgrade your living experience
It has been said forever or since the beginning of time that “The Cards Don’t Lie.”
For all of you truth seekers, this is the best and most powerful news there is. The
standard deck of 52 playing cards has an age old reputation for truthfulness and
you are about to discover that the absolute undeniable truthful facts presented here
is the most powerful knowledge in the world.
The common denominator connecting the great religions of the world is the word
‘Truth.’ The Bhagavad-Gita says “the Truth is triumphant and always prevails in
the end.” The Holy Quran says “the Truth is eternal” and other scriptures say “the
Truth is everlasting.” The Holy Bible says “the Truth will set you free.”
Therefore all of the religions point to the liberating and victorious Truth as being
the way which we all seek. Why does this matter? Because the ultimate reality of
our existence is ‘we are either standing with the truth or we will have to face the
truth but either way, the truth is guaranteed to win.’
If you enter any casino in the world, you will see that they’re all in universal
agreement around one deck and one deck only. It is not Tarot cards or Angel cards
but the standard deck of 52 playing cards. In other words, this is the deck that
attracts all of the money. People wager heavily against the casino and the casino
wagers the same against the players over the one universal fact that the cards will
never lie. You are about to discover that the truthfulness of the deck goes far
beyond the games we have created of them. You will also discover that the cards
were primarily intended to be used as a Divinity or Illumination tool long before
games of chance were ever created.
Our standard deck of 52 cards is the ONLY SCRIPTURE that remains unchanged
and/or unrevised since its origin and there is no authority anywhere on earth that
can change the structure of this sacred deck. There are no other scriptures in the
world that can also make this claim. For example, there are over a thousand
revised versions of the Bible from the Catholic version, the Jehovah’s Witness
version, the Book of Mormon to the King James Version etc. but there’s ONLY
ONE version of the deck that remains forever unrevised.

In fact, more people can name all 52 cards that cannot name the 12 signs of the
zodiac. These same 52 cards familiar to games such as Black Jack and Poker were
first intended to help us achieve emotional, mental, financial and spiritual mastery.
Every minute of the day there are people winning or losing fortunes over the turn
of the next card at a table in a casino. This illustrates the inherent universal power,
integrity and reliability of its very nature or existence.
How do the 52 playing cards factor into the Secret Wisdom of the Ages?
There are 52 cards in the deck.

This represents the 52 weeks in our year. There are a total 52 symbols in our
alphabet (26 uppercase and 26 lowercase). There are 26 bones that construct your
left foot and there are 26 bones that construct your right foot.

There are 12 Face or Royal cards (Jacks, Queens, Kings)

This represents the 12 months and the 12 a.m. and 12 p.m. hours of each day.

There are 4 Suits (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds and Spades).

They represent the 4 directions of time, the 4 seasons and the 4 elements.
The Four Directions of Time are

♥
♣
♦
♠

Hearts is when we advance - Emotionally.

Clubs is when we advance - Mentally

Diamonds is when we advance - Financially

Spades is when we advance - Spiritually

Everyone is seeking to advance in at least one of these directions during any time
of their life.

There are 13 cards in each suit.

This represents the 13 times that the moon orbits the earth each year.
It also represents the 12 signs of the zodiac plus the sun.

Divide the deck in half and we have Red and Black cards

♥ ♦ -- ♣ ♠
Red and Black represent the positive and negative aspect of our
existence as in Night and Day or Inhale and Exhale. To jumpstart a car
we must connect to the red and black terminals of the battery. The
ultimate objective of business is to get out of the red and into the black.

The 7th card is the center card in every suit (having 6 cards on each side)

A♠ 2♠ 3♠ 4♠ 5♠ 6♠ - 7♠ - 8♠ 9♠ 10♠ J♠ Q♠ K♠
This represents the 7 days in the week
The 7 musical tones that allow us to hear ranging from A to G.
The 7 color vibrations that allow us to see ranging from red to violet.
The 7 visible holes in the human skull.
The 7 chakras in the human body temple.
The 7 continents of the world.
The 7 wonders of the world and more.
The 52 Cards = 5+2=7

“There is no accident in the construction of the deck, just as
there is no accident in the construction of our universe.”

The natural order of the 4 suits in the deck is Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds and Spades.

♥♣♦♠
♥

This natural order represents the 4 Seasons of the human life cycle.

Hearts represents the first season of the human life cycle. During this season, we
“spring” into life. Hearts symbolizes our emotional nature. During this season there
is someone feeding us and changing our diapers. During this season there is
important attention centering on us if we become injured or sick. It is this season
where we learn about the concept of the home and of the family. We meet our
grandparents, aunts, uncles and cousins. We begin this life on the basis of love.

♣
Then suddenly we find ourselves in the classroom. Clubs represents the second
season of the human life cycle. Clubs represents our mental nature. We go from
our parents to our teachers, from the home to the classroom. We learn reading,
writing and arithmetic. From there, we build our understanding into more advanced
stages of learning. The summer season is the most memorable time of the year.
During this season we are becoming more prepared to take flight into the world.

♦
After being loved by our parents and learning from our teachers we enter the world
to make money. Autumn is the harvest time. We are ready to reap well for paying
attention to our parents and teachers. Diamonds is the suit representing our values.
Values are what determine importance. The more it’s worth the more important it
is. If it has no value then it has no importance. Things that are the most important

are called our priorities. Therefore, our priorities are rooted in the things we value
most. We make money by establishing value as an employee or we establish value
as a merchant. A merchant is one who offers a product or service that solves a
problem, fulfills a need or satisfies a desire. In any case, whenever you say; “I’m
not paying that much for this” it means you don’t value it enough to part with that
amount of money.

♠
Now we arrive at the final season of the human life cycle. Spades represents health
and wisdom. During this season, body parts begin to go bad and doctor visits
become more frequent. At this time, we are passing on our experiences that have
converted into the wisdom for the generations to come. What ends the human life
cycle is the complete loss of health. During this season we are not able to run as
fast as we use to. We slow down and take our time. It is the winter season and the
time for rest. In the end you want to be able to say “I’m glad I did” instead of “I
wish I had.” At this point you have served your purpose in life and silent voice of
the spirit says to you “job well done!”
Therefore, the real name of the game is not Poker and Black Jack but to achieve
mastery of the 4 suits. This means achieving:
The Unconditional Love and Happiness of Hearts
The Knowhow and Intelligence of Clubs
The Abundance and Prosperity of Diamonds
The Perfect Health and Divine Wisdom of Spades

♥♣♦♠
Every day of the year has a Card mathematically assigned to it. On the next page Look Up Your Birthday
on the chart to see which card belongs to you. Please be sure to look up your family and friends too

How to Quickly Upgrade Your Living Experience
- using this powerful knowledge
Now that you have become aware of the remarkable knowledge and wisdom embedded
in the 52 playing cards, it is now time for you to discover how to apply this knowledge
and quickly upgrade your living experience. The only thing you need in order to Get
Instant Illuminated Empowerment in your life is Your Personal Time-Map.
Your Personal Time-Map is a modern practical application of the Ancient Science of the
52 cards that integrates your Date of Birth with Universal Laws that govern existence.
Your Personal Time-Map is a very simple Interactive Birth Chart System available
exclusively at www.ThePower.org.
It is easier than doing arithmetic yet more powerful than the most advanced calculus.
THE SAME REASON YOU WOULD USE HEADLIGHTS WHEN DRIVING DOWN A
DARK ROAD IS EXACTLY WHY YOU SHOULD ALWAYS UTILIZE YOUR
PERSONAL TIME-MAP
Your Personal Time-Map is designed to put you at a superior advantage over your
situation or circumstance by providing illuminated directional guidance that instantly
removes darkness from important decisions you need to make and/or provide you
reliable answers to your most important questions.
You will see and experience that the truthfulness, accuracy, reliability and abilities of
your Personal Time-Map exceeds that of ALL Psychics, Astrologers Horoscopes and
Fortune Tellers,. There is nothing else that even comes close.
Here's the immediate difference that using a Time-Map will make in your life.








You will see which way--and the best person--who can lead you toward the
goal you seek to accomplish.
You will be able to quickly locate and identify the people who you
interact with the most on your Time-Map.
You will know in advance when and how things will change in your life.
You can visit your past Time-Map for ANY year and validate the system for
yourself, thus making it easier to believe what it says for your future.
You will see who to avoid, plus when and why to avoid them.
You will be masterful at knowing who to date and who not to date.
You will know in whom to invest money and who not--and see the best times
for both.















You will be able to choose the best lawyer to handle your case.
You will know if you should settle, delay or fight your case.
You will be able to choose the right stock broker.
You will be able to choose the right business partner.
You will see with whom you are most compatible and in what ways or when
you are compatible or incompatible.
You will experience the powerful advantage of "Forewarned is Forearmed."
You will experience firsthand why it has been said forever that "Timing is
Everything!"
You will know the best times to launch your idea or business plans.
You will see the truth about your situation and not answers someone else
may think you want to hear.
You will be able to avoid, prevent or reduce costly errors or mistakes.
You can look at anybody else's Time-Map -- and SEE YOURSELF from
that person's point of view! Once again, Psychics and Astrologers
cannot do, match or top this exclusive feature.
You will get immediate and reliable answers to some of your most important
questions concerning Love, Personal, Family, Education, Legal, Planning,
Money, Business, Financial, Career, Residence or Health issues.
You will live an illuminated existence using the power of Ancient Science

Always remember, Your life is and always will be the result of the choices you
make and direction you take. This is how you arrived to this present moment here
and now. Your Time-Map shows what your directional choices are and what to expect
when you go in any direction.
Here is how it simply works - you will see your Time-Map on your computer screen at
the website and then you simply enter the birthday (Month/Day) of ANY person you
wish to locate. The computer quickly locates them for you using little hands pointing to
where they are located on your Time-Map. Then you move your mouse over to where
they are and the definition will pop out like a balloon telling you what it means.
Life lived in the dark causes us to crash into or trip over things because we don't see it.
In Life those things we collide with unintentionally are called mistakes. No one ever
makes a mistake because they see it.
Whenever in the dark and the light comes on, we are now at a greater advantage. This
is similar to the immediate difference you will experience using the Time-Map System
For example, how many times have you heard the investor say "If I would have known
that I was going to lose my money investing with this idiot, I would not have given him
my money?"

Or, how many times have you heard a woman say "If I would have known that this guy
was going to cause me so much grief, I would have never become involved with him?"
Many people, especially men, use the Time-Map System to know in advance which
relationships to pursue or invest in. For example, a person who is single, is unlikely to
buy dinners, pay for trips or expensive gifts for a person with whom they cannot see a
future or can see in advance is incompatible.
Women can use it this way, too, but their reason is often more focused on preventing
the emotional toil that an unsuccessful relationship could create in their lives.
Experience shows that men and women who use the Time-Map System in the
beginning are most likely to never make an important decision ever again without
consulting their Time-Map first. Many people remember that their parents told them to
"Always Look Before You Leap" and this is exactly what your Time-Map provides.
Even though the Time-Map is an easy DO-IT-YOURSELF system, Private Phone
Consultations and VIP Accounts are available to those who desire more.

What are the nuts and bolts of the Time-Map System?

Each Time-Map covers a FULL YEAR from birthday to birthday for ANY Age you
choose, showing exactly When and How things will change, based on the direction
being taken.
Each Time-Map requires a 5-digit access code (e.g. 12345) that is purchased online at
ThePower.org. Unlimited use of your access code never expires, even if the year
has passed that the Time-Map is covering.
There are VIP Memberships that include super discounts available to those who want to
purchase five or more Time-Map access codes. This way you get to see how ANYONE
perceives you and you get to give Time-Maps as priceless gifts at the same time.
The Time-Map System comes with two easy instructions that are explained by 2 short
instructional videos (totaling 11 minutes) at ThePower.org. Using it is so simple that 8year-olds have been known to teach the 2 easy instructions.
It’s easy because the computer does all of the work.
Here are the two simple Instructions
1. How to locate people on your Time-Map - (Just enter their birthday and then click
‘GO’ and the computer locates them for you)

2. Which definition to read after you locate them. - (Just move the mouse over to that
area and the definition pops up)
Albert Einstein is most famous for proving the relationship between Time and Space in
his Law of Relativity or E=MC2 – Simply stated, this law means that Wherever you are
there is always the Time you are there and that these two things must coexist or we
don't exist according to Einstein.
Where you are is a map of your city or town (space)
When you are is your Personal Time-Map. (time)
Simply stated, a Time-Map shows anyone's PAST - PRESENT – FUTURE-- except the
future is yet to be determined by which direction that person will take.
Your Time-Map shows you in advance what your directional choices are in the context
of time, in the same way that a map of where you are shows you in advance what your
directional choices are in the context of space.
For example, when looking at a map of the United States, the map says that if you go
North - Canada will come into your future or if you go South - Mexico will come into your
future. Please notice that the map does not predict which direction you will choose but it
does tell you in advance what to expect if you go in any direction.
Your Personal Time-Map works the exact the same way--except instead of places as on
a geological map--it uses people to determine your direction. For example, your TimeMap will show you that if you choose this lawyer, you will have disappointment, or if you
choose another lawyer you will have legal victory.
Another example is that your Personal Time-Map will show that if you invest in a
particular stockbroker you will have financial problems, or should you choose another
stockbroker you will have financial success.
In other words, neither map for time or space will predict which direction you will
choose, but both maps show you in advance what will happen if you choose to
go in ANY direction. Both maps further show what options you have in terms of
direction from where you are right now.
A most exciting and world exclusive feature of the Time-Map System is that the people
who get the most of your time and attention are located and identified on your TimeMap by their birthday. This offers a clear view of what you can expect should you decide
to move in their direction or become further involved with them.
No matter what your issues are, it is always helpful to know when those matters,
struggles or problems will change. This is another great advantage of the Time-Map
System.

Since every life is the result of the choices we make and/or direction we take, the TimeMap System will be an invaluable tool should you choose to use it.

Testimonial reports provided to us from Time-Map users are at the website
POLICY NOTE - We never divulge any client information whatsoever of Time-Map
users –regardless if they are famous celebrities, politicians and high powered
executives, housewives or college students.
Some users who were not sure of their birthday were able to learn their true birthday by
locating themselves on the Time-Maps of the others who surround them. (Expert help is
recommended using any of our Certified Time-Map Consultants to do this).
Marriages of Time-Map users have been saved from divorce when the couple could see
that they were simply going through a period that required giving each other more
space.
Suicides have been prevented when users could see that the difficult or unfavorable
time period they were experiencing would change in just a few more days.
The Time-Map System is the ultimate relationship compatibility tool.
Corporations use the Time-Map System for team building projects.
More and more applications of the Time-Map System are being discovered every day.
###

To start using the Time-Map for an illuminated life, go
to www.ThePower.org.

If you want to “Know Thyself” you can learn
everything your Birthcard says about you in the book
‘All About You’ also available at www.ThePower.org
'A New Way to Prosper' is a course being taught to those who seek to become
Certified Time-Map Consultants - more info on this is available at www.ThePower.org.

